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Chapter 1
Introduction
The calculation of the frequency spectrum of an impure lattice is an old problem. It
was first tackled by Lifshitz in the 1940s[1]. He considered a single impurity atom
in an otherwise perfect lattice 1. Since then many, including Maradudin [3] and
Dawber and Elliot [2] have considered similar such problems. The main results of
their analysis were that:
* the perturbed modes with frequencies in the continuum range were changed
near the defect atom
* when a light impurity atom was introduced into the lattice, localized modes
with frequencies above the range of unperturbed modes appear.
We are specifically interested in a lattice of palladium deutride/hydride. A great
deal of literature is available on this specific lattice [4, 5, 6, 7]. Unfortunately all the
papers have only considered substituting hydrogen with vacancies or other atoms.
This is no coincidence. The reason for such a choice is that when people are doing
experiments they try to load palladium with hydrogen. Ideally PdD/H would have
a NaCi like structure.2 . But hydrogen does not fill all the octahedral sites in the
lattice, and hence it is physically interesting to consider the case of PdDX or PdHx,
where x is any real number between 0 and 1.
'The force constants for an imperfect lattice are assumed to be the same as the ones for a perfect
lattice
2 See Figure 1-1 for the structure
However our interest is in a palladium deutride/hydride structure which has Pd
vacancies. It is interesting physics in its own right, but we are mostly interested in
this structure because it plays an important part in the Coherent Neutron Transfer
Theory [8, 9] put forward by Peter Hagelstein. According to this theory there is a
mechanism through which the lattice and the nucleus can exchange energy. This is
a very startling claim, because solid state and nuclear physicists, both, claim that
such an energy transfer is absolutely impossible. The reason is very simple: nuclear
energy is on the order of MeVs whereas lattice energy is on the order of eVs. In order
for a nucleus to couple to a lattice, 106 phonons need to be destroyed/created. The
probability of such an occurrence is vanishingly small.
But there is another way for a lattice to transfer energy. Let us assume that
there is a large number of phonons,N, in one mode. If through some mechanism,
these phonon modes are shifted by 6w. Then there is a net change in energy of
AE = Nh6w
This energy is transfered to the mechanism which caused the change in: the frequency
in the first place.
Palladium is much heavier as compared to deuterium/hydrogen. 3 Thus it oscil-
lates at a significantly lower frequency as compared to the deuterium/hydrogen. The
low frequency region is called the "acoustical band" and the high frequency region
corresponding to the oscillating deuterium/hydrogen atom is labeled as the "optical
band". However if we make a palladium vacancy, then the 6 deuterium/hydrogen
atoms surrounding it will vibrate at a lower frequency. And if the frequency is such
that it falls in between the optical and the acoustical modes then the impurity modes
are said to be in the band gap. If this were the case then the 18 phonon modes would
drop down from the optical band to the vacancy impurity band. The excess energy
AE would go into the nuclear process which caused the Pd vacancy to be created in
the first place. So our hope is that when we create a Pd vacancy in the palladium
3about 50/100 times
deutride/hydride lattice then we will find the phonon modes in the band gap.
The way we propose to solve our problem is theoretically quite straight forward.
We take a n x n x n super cell of palladium hydride/deutride. From tlis supercell we
remove one or more Pd or D/H atoms. Then using periodic boundary conditions, we
set up the dynamical matrix of this supercell, and diagonalize this matrix to get the
eigenvalues. The numerical details are rather tiresome, but the theory is very well
established. The details can be found in the next chapter and in Appendix B.
But even before doing any calculations, it is obvious that the size! of the matrix
and the diagonalization time increases very rapidly with n, the size of the supercell.
This can be seen from Table 1.1. 4
size of unit cell size of matrix tl t2
1 6 <1 <1
2 48 <1 1
3 162 7 32
4 384 87 415
Table 1.1: Relation between size of unit cell and time taken to diagonalize a m x m
matrix(m is the number in column 2)
To get the density of states calculation to converge, we needed tc form and di-
agonalize this dynamical matrix at approximately 500 points in the $rillouin zone.
Thus the problem becomes rather unmanageable for a 3 x 3 x 3 or a 4 1x 4 x 4 super-
cell. Various methods were tried to speed up this computation. They! are discussed
in Chapter 2. In the next two sections we discuss the structure of ýhe direct and
reciprocal lattices of Pd and PdD/H.
4tl in Table 1.1 refers to the time it takes the LAPACK routine to diagonalize a ILermitian matrix
without calculating the eigenvectors, and t 2 refers to the same diagonalization with calculation of
eigenvectors
1.1 Palladium
As shown in Figure 1-1 palladium is a fcc lattice. It can be regarded as a bravais lattice
with a basis, however in this thesis we have exclusively worked with the: primitive unit
cell. This choice has the drawback that it makes visualization of the lattice harder
than in the case of a cubic unit cell with a basis, but the advantage is that it simplifies
the computation.
The primitive translation vectors for a fcc lattice are5
- n ao
a (x + Y)2
n ao
= 2 (y + )
c 2 (n + 1 (1.1)2











C (k - k + z) (1.3)
n ao
As can be seen from Equation 1.3, the reciprocal lattice of a fcc lattice is a bcc
5 nao is the lattice constant for the n x n x n supercell
Figure 1-1: The toy pure shows the
palladium hydride lattice.
gp~C-t_
structure. Thus a general vector in the reciprocal lattice is described by
K = kA+k 2B+k 3 C
2·r- [K, K,, Kz] (1.4)
nao
where kI, k2 and k3 are integers. The bcc structure along with the sh$pe of the first
Brillouin zone is shown in Figure 1-2.
The Brillouin zone can be analytically described by the following set of equations
(using the notation of Equation 1.4)
±Kx + KY KZ < 3
IKI !< 1 IKy< 1 IKzI < 1 (1.5)
These set of equations just describe the region bounded by the different planes of
the first Brillouin zone which are at a distance of "'3 and 2I- from the origin.
nao ago
1.2 Palladium deutride/hydride
Palladium hydride is a non-stoichiometric compound and is usually written as PdDx
or PdHx, where x is a real number between 0 and 1. The deuterium(hydrogen) atoms
occupy octahedral sites as shown in Figure 1-1. However very small doncentrations
of deuterium/hydrogen can be found at the tetrahedral site6 as well.
Adding hydrogen to the fcc unit cell does not change the reciprOcal lattice at
all, because the primitive translation vectors defined by Equation 1.1 do not change
with the addition of hydrogen. The only difference now is that the bravais Pd lattice
becomes a lattice with a basis: the two elements of the basis are bi = 0 a4d b2 = iao/2.
For the n x n x n PdD/H unit cell, these results are generalized as follows:
1. The shape of the first Brillouin zone does not change, but the volume is scaled
down by a factor of n3 (each linear dimension is scaled down by n)
6 a tetrahedral site is at ao(1/4, 1/4/1, 4)
Figure 1-2: The top figure shows a bcc lattice.
Brillouin zone of Pd or PdH
The bottom figure shows the first
2. The bravais lattice becomes a lattice with a m dimensional basis, where the
basis set consists of B = b1, b2,........ b. The bi are the positions of Pd or D/H
atoms with respect to a certain convenient point in the unit celi(usually taken
to be the position vector of some Pd atom)
The first result is important in these calculations. The reason ib that we can
expand/contract our unit cell or add/subtract atoms to the unit cell, without any
fear of changing the shape of our Brillouin zone. Thus any symmet ies which are
present in the Brillouin zone of PdD/H are also present in the Brillouin zone of
our expanded and quasi-disordered supercell. The reason why we use the expression,
"quasi-disordered", is that our lattice is really an ordered lattice (witl translational
symmetry and bloch wavefunctions) because we are using periodic bdundary condi-
tions to do all our calculations. However assuming that the interactioki between the
atoms is localized (to first or second nearest neighbors) the hope is that if we use a
"large enough" unit cell with Pd vacancies, it will be a "good" approximation to the
disordered system. This does not take into account the possibility of "clustering",
and assumes that the randomness in a real PdD/H lattice is some pertyrbation about
an average PdD/H ratio.
This concludes our introductory discussion of the method used to do these cal-
culations and the Pd and PdD/H structure. In Chapter 2 we give the mathemati-
cal/physical background necessary to understand this thesis. All of the material in
that chapter is very standard and can be found in any book on the tleory of solids
and lattice dynamics. In Chapter 3 we give the details of all the calculations which
were done. And Chapter 4 contains conclusions and recommendations on further
extensions of this thesis.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
The theory behind this computation is fairly simple and has been known for a long
time [10]. It is just the basic application of Newton's laws to a lattice. In this
chapter we establish the notational conventions, and outline the me hods used for
the calculation of the frequency spectrum.
2.1 The Dynamical Matrix
If the lattice has N unit cells, and s atoms per unit cell, then there are ýNs equations
of motion.
Ma(1)iia(1) + _ Asp(1, l')u1(l') = 0 (2.1)
pO'
In this equation Ma(1) is the mass of the atom with label a in tell 1, u(l1) is
the displacement from the equilibrium position R(1), a and / label th 3s cartesian
components of the s atoms in a unit cell, and Ao(1, 1') are the force c4nstants. This
equation can be solved by using normal coordinate waves defined by
dj () = N -1/2  J (k) exp (ik. •1 )M1/2Ru(1)
al
There are N values of k in the first Brillouin zone and 3s branches :
(2.2)
5pecified by j.
Using Equation 2.2 in Equation 2.1, the normalized dynamical matrib is calculated
to be
TheL .. dispersion relations were experimentally found for a non-stoichimetric PdH
The dispersion relations were experimentally found for a non-stoichiometric PdH0 . 63
and PdDO.63 by fitting the experimental data to a stoichiometric PdH
spectively. There is a question as to the validity of such a scheme, E
and PdD re-
ince only the
Aap(k) = _ A2P(l, 1') exp ii.(i/ - J~) (2.3)(MaM) 1/2
We are interested in finding the eigenvalues, wj(k)2, of this matri4. These are of
primary importance because they can be used to calculate the density ýf states, p(w).
The knowledge of the density of states is required for most calculation• in solid state
physics.
The force constants, A (l, 1,l'), are calculated by A. Rahman et al, [5] by fitting
the phonon dispersion relations along symmetry directions. They are given in Table
2.1.
1st Neighbor [110] 2nd Neighbor [200]1
12104 18483 0 4355 0
Pd-Pd 18483 12104 1184 0 -1484 0
0 0 1184 0 0 -148
269 1633 0
H-H 1633 269 0
0 0 1929
1697 0 0
Pd-H 0 2315 0
0 0 2315
269 1633 0
D-D 1633 269 0
0 0 1929
2. We are using periodic boundary conditions for our computatio:
second nearest neighbors of atoms in the unit cell may lie ouw
cell. We need to find the atoms inside the supercell to which th
equivalent to.
The transformations are fairly straightforward. And they are tab
pendix A. The second problem can be solved by translating a neigi
atom, which lies outside the unit cell, by a lattice vector so that it is
some atom a inside the unit cell. The atom 3 is then equivalent to a
ever this translation implies an additional phase factor of the form exp









phonon spectrum in the symmetry directions has been taken into account and the
rest of the Brillouin zone has been ignored. Another problem which exists is that
when we create a Pd vacancy then the lattice around the vacancy will relax. Thus
the atoms around the vacancy will see a softer potential, and will be vibrating at a
lower frequency as compared to the case of no Pd vacancy. No account was taken of
these problems in these calculations. However the second problems caj be solved us-
ing the Embedded Atom Method(EAM)[11, 12]. This point will be furt her considered
in Chapter 4.
2.2 Building The Dynamical Matrix
As can be seen from Table 2.1, the force constants are given in terms of 3 x 3 matrices.
The construction of the dynamical matrix (which is approximately a 150 x 150 matrix)
from these 3 x 3 matrices requires some thought. We need to consider the following
two points.
1. That the force constants are only given in [1, 0, 0], [2, 0, 0] and [1, , 0] directions,
whereas the atoms have nearest neighbors in other directions as w4ll. So we need
to figure out how the force constant matrices transform as we tak into account
np ihhanr in Atiffrpnt AirpeiannQ
To help make these ideas clear, the dynamical matrix for a simple two dimensional
exam le is ex licitl 
constructed in A 
endix B
2.3 Speeding up the calculation
In all such supercell frequency spectrum calculations the speed of the
to diagonalize the dynamical matrix and compute the density of sl
utmost importance. Simply dividing the Brillouin zone into a mesh a
the trequencies at all those points can simply be too slow a way to g
of states. However our primary interest is in the phonon modes in
LAPACK has a routine which calculates the eigenvalues in a given
frequency spectrum. Surprisingly no real speed up was observed in
the method in which the matrix was completely diagonalized. We w
possibility of calculating eigenvalues in a given region of the spectrum
However various other methods were implemented to speed up the cal
entire frequency spectrum. They are described in the subsections belo
2.3.1 Symmetries in the Brillouin zone
The first step we did to speed up the computation is to take into a
symmetries present in the Brillouin zone. This was done by Kellerm
Brillouin zone has a 48 fold symmetry. That means that we only nee
the eigenvalues in 1/48th of the Brillouin zone. All our calculations we
1/48th of the Brillouin zone described by
Kz < Ky, Kx K2 > O
With this folding comes the problem of how to take into account the
of frequencies for certain k values in the Brillouin zone. This problem a:
in one dimension is shown in Figure 2-1
ilgorithm used


































Quadrature 11 seems like the most natural way of dividing up the
This works perfectly well for a 1 x 1 x 1 cell. However if we change our 1
to 2ao, and we use the same quadrature, then we double count the frequ
In one dimension this problem can be solved quite trivially by using (
However the problem is not that trivial in higher dimensions. The
seen by looking at Quadrature 3 in Figure 2-1. The only reason why
works is that it is exactly half way between the points of Quadratuj
if we choose Quadrature 3, which is not half way between the points
1, then we are still overweighting a certain region of the frequency sp
Figure 2-2 we see that if our Brillouin zone were of the form of a square
dimensions) then when we double our lattice constant we are still weigl
of the frequency spectrum equally. However in the non-square case
between the boundary and the outer points of our quadrature varies
we double the lattice constant we will be weighing different regions of
spectrum differently.
This problem is accentuated for us because we are dealing with a n x
As explained in Chapter 2, the Brillouin zone folds on itself for the sup(
e.g. for a 3 x 3 x 3 cell the Brillouin zone reduces by a factor of 27. TI
more inaccuracy as compared to the 1 x 1 x 1 case.
There is a solution to this problem. The way we are doing our calci
we are assigning equal weights to all the points in the Brillouin zone.
p(w) = p(w((I)))
k(w=wi )
However if we were to assign different weights to each of the points
ture and use
p(w)o = H p(i(( O u))t(K)
S(w=wei )











































The Brillouin zone is reduced by 4
Figure 2-2: The figure shows two Brillouin zones. The square BA









scheme should be implemented. An easier solution exists, which is
problem! The reason why we can do that is because this overcount
sense a surface term, and the interior points are like a volume term. If
our matrix on a fine enough mesh to ensure that the surface term becc
as compared to the volume term, then our overcounting error goes to
about 500 points for the density of states to converge. Evaluating anc
this 150 x 150 matrix at approximately 500 points uses up a lot of
time. Infact it took so long to diagonalize the matrix at those 500 po
alternative ways had to be found. We tried two different ways of doin
* Non-degenerate first order perturbation theory
* Degenerate first order perturbation theory
Second order perturbation theory was not implemented, because
various matrix elements it was found that mostly the second order
important. However there are a few points where the second order tel
tant. But at those points, perturbation theory is not valid because th
corrections are more important than the first order corrections. Since
such points is so small, it was not worthwhile to implement second orde
theory.
The basic advantage of perturbation theory is that rather than dia
dynamical matrix on the entire mesh of points in the Brillouin zone,
the matrix on a small subset of the mesh and then use perturbation thec
the eigenvalues at the rest of the points. Another way to save time is
perturbation calculation to linear extrapolation [16]. This reduces 1
perturbation calculations. An outline of perturbation theory and lineal
can be found in the next few subsections.
Perturbation theory is inherently an approximation. However, apar
of accuracy, there is another disadvantage of using degenerate pertur
we need to find the matrix, U, of eigenvectors to do perturbation theoi
that we have to spend a lot more time on each diagonalization becai
to ignore the
























From non-degenerate perturbation theory, the change in the eigenva
eigenvectors is very expensive. The differences in computational tirr
two different diagonalization techniques is given in Table 1.1 in Chapt
In the following subsections on perturbation theory, D(q) is the dyx
evaluated at the point q in the Brillouin zone. The dynamical matrix
on a small number of points on a regularly spaced mesh ,C, in the 1/
zone. Then perturbation theory or perturbation theory and linear exi
used to find the eigenvalues on a fine mesh F. (The next two secti
outline perturbation theory of matrix mechanics [13] with D(q) as th
hamiltonian and D(q'+ 6q) representing the perturbed hamiltonian).
2.3.2 Non-degenerate Perturbation Theory
This is the quickest and the crudest form of perturbation theory, b
it gives excellent results2 for the density of states [16]. U is the uni
eigenvectors of D(q), where ' E C. A is the diagonal matrix of eigenm
Then
UtD(q)U = A
This is just the mathematical form of the statement that D(q) is diagoi
of its eigenvectors.3
Let q"+ 6q e E . Then the perturbation matrix is given by
(2.8)
ues ej is given
•= A• + z A _ A2
k($j) Aj-Akk
2 see Chapter 3














al in the basis
A = D(q-+ 60) - D(q)
where
A' = UtAU
4see for example [13]
As explained above, we did not implement second order perturba
major advantage of not implementing second order perturbation theor.
not need to calculate the off-diagonal elements of A'. This is a tremenc
since to calculate A' we need to do three very expensive matrix multipl
is an O(N3 ) operation if we evaluate all the entries. However if we jus
diagonal elements the multiplication becomes an O(N 2) operation.
2.3.3 Degenerate Perturbation Theory
Degenerate perturbation theory was used because as we increase the
percell, the degeneracy in the eigenvalues increases. Exactly degene:
usually found in directions of high symmetry (like [110] or [111]). H
be seen from Equation 2.9, if the eigenvalues are small on the scale
square of the matrix element, then the second order correction is mu
the first order correction: this signals the breakdown of perturbation t
case degenerate perturbation theory has to be used 4
Let us assume that eigenvalues il, i2..... i are found to be degene
do degenerate perturbation theory we form the r x r submatrix, F, o
exactly diagonalize this submatrix using a unitary matrix V; the eige
submatrix give us the first order perturbations in the eigenvalues of 1
eigenvalues.
To this most clearly we can do a simple 4 x 4 example assuming th
(2.10)
ion theory. A















The ei is the perturbation in the second and third eigenvalues of I
the degeneracy is still not lifted, and in that case we should expand ou
include more terms, until the degeneracy is lifted. However this occurn
we can ignore it.
With the implementation of degenerate perturbation theory we Ic
speed which we had gained using non-degenerate perturbation theor
having to form the matrix F (now for our calculation of A' we are r
O(N 2) operations, but we are somewhere between O(N 2 ) and O(N 3 ) (
also have to exactly diagonalize it. The ultimate test of whether it i







































Another way to save on computation time is to use linear extrapolatic
represent a change in the ith component of q(i can range from 1 to 3)
A = D(q+ fqi) - D(q
and wj as the jth eigenvalue of D(q) and w. as the jth eigenvalue
With these definitions we can easily implement linear extrapolation.
Now using Equation 2.16 we can use linear extrapolation to calcul
3 (i Oquj (g+ A qj = wj(q + -qi A
i=1 ift
This coupled with perturbation theory can be used to evaluate eige
fine mesh F. However the accuracy of the linear extrapolation is questi
we use perturbation theory coupled with linear extrapolation, we a
two sources of second order errors. The hope is that since they ar
order terms, non-degenerate perturbation theory with linear extrapol
reasonably accurate results in the shortest possible time.
All these methods were tried because simple diagonalization seerr
the 3 x 3 x 3 or the 4 x 4 x 4 cell. However, as we have discussed at
various competing factors and it is not clear at this stage whether an,
mentioned methods will actually speed up the computation. The ultir
these methods is that how fast the density of states calculation convel
This issue of the speed of convergence, along with the results of d












3 too slow for
ove, there are
of the above
ite test for all
Des.
!nsity of state
C, 2 (wj) 2(wj?)2
5qi 6qi
0qi
= 2 w j±
qi
calculations for different types of supercells, is discussed in the next c iapter.
In this chapter we present the various results of our calculations done I
deutride/hydride lattice with different types of vacancies. The code N
to calculate these results is given in Appendix D.
3.1 Checks
Before doing the calculation for the imperfect lattice, we checked ou
simple known facts about the palladium hydride/deutride lattice: th(
lation along the symmetry directions and the density of states. The
were done for a 1 x 1 x 1 case. Then inorder to further convince our
code was fault free, we expanded our unit cell from 1 x 1 x 1 to n x
ranged from 2 - 4, and again calculated the density of states.
Due to the folding of the Brillouin zone, the phonon spectrum fc
would have looked very different from the 1 x 1 x 1 cell. To get the orij
we would have had to translate the 3N,(N, is the number of atoms in
branches of the frequency spectrum by reciprocal lattice vectors. TI
been extremely tedious. Thus the phonon spectrum along symmetry
not calculated for the supercell.
















11 x 1 x 1 is in terms of primitive unit cells and not under the assumptions of a
a basis
2n goes from 2 to 4
3 All calculations were done without the use of perturbation theory or linear exi
4 see chapter 2 for a discussion
The phonon spectrum along symmetry directions of palladium deul
experimentally measured [7]. To check our code, we first calculated
relations along symmetry directions for a 1 x 1 x 1 cell.'. The curves m
but there is nothing really surprising in this, since the force constants I
using the phonon-dispersion curves. It merely serves as a first check o
3.1.2 Density of states
Next the phonon density of states was computed. As mentioned in (
first Brillouin zone has a 48 fold symmetry. As a first check on our c
calculated the phonon density of states in some of the 48 different E
All of these Brillouin zones gave the same answer for the density of sl
expanded our unit cell to a n x n x n cell. We again recomputed the de
Since we can regard the PdH/D as being a 1 x 1 x 1 cell or a n x r
would expect the density of states calculation to give the same result I
case as for a 1 x 1 x 1 case. This was indeed found to be true. Thus
an additional check on our code.
Our hope was that when we expand the unit cell, we will need les-,
the density of states calculation to converge. The reason for this is
Brillouin zone has become much smaller, when we diagonalize our dyn
at each point of the reciprocal space of the supercell, we are infact E
of the Brillouin zone of the original cell. Although to some extent th
convergence is arbitrary, it can be seen from Table 3.1 3 that the numbi
decreases at approximately the same rate as the growth of the cell siz(
But we do not expect the rate to match exactly because the error ol
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Table 3.1: Comparison of convergence times and iterations for densit;
culation using the root sampling method
to slow down the rate of convergence as we increase the size of our cel
Inspite of the decrease in iterations, the time for computation
rapidly, with cell size, and that has to do with the fact that diago
large matrix is an expensive operation. As can be seen from Table
results also hold true for perturbation theory coupled with linear extr
size of unit cell iterations time
1 x 1 x 1 20 20 650
2 x 2 x 2 10 20 951
3x3x3 1010 1.2x104
Table 3.2: Comparison of convergence times and iterations for densit
culation using non-degenerate perturbation theory with linear extrap(
The results of our calculations for the density of states for differei
in Figure 3-1
Thus with these calculations we became reasonably sure that our co
The next thing to do was to check the speed of the various metho
calculation of density of states.
3.2 Comparison Of Various Methods
We tried the various methods5 to calculate the density of states. The
implemented all these different methods was to save on computationa

















size of unit cell iterations time
1 x 1 x 1 80 250
2 x 2 x 2 40 3550
3 x 3 x 3 20 5700
iter = 80 x104
0 20 40 60 80
iter = 20
20 40 60 80
Figure 3-1: Density of state for different PdD supe





















We can look at the results for the time taken for the various methc
for a 3 x 3 x 3 cell. The reason why we are using a 3 x 3 x 3 cell is 1
the cell size with which we will be doing most of our calculations.
NP NDP DP NDPLE DPLE
5.7 x 103 > 7.2 x 104 7.2 x 104 1.2 x 104 > 7.2 x 1
Table 3.3: comparison of convergence times for different mel
where
NP no perturbation theory or linear extrapolation was used
NDP non-degenerate perturbation theory used
DP degenerate perturbation theory used
NDPLE non-degenerate perturbation theory with linear extrapolatic
DPLE degenerate perturbation theory with linear extrapolation use(
The details of these and other calculations can be found in Appenc
a few conclusions can be easily drawn from Table 3.3 6. They are:
* Perturbation theory without the use of linear extrapolation is u
bation theory alone is not fast enough to compensate for the erroi
into the calculation for the density of states. The real problem
tion theory is that it requires the computations of eigenvector
extremely expensive operation.
* The use of degenerate perturbation theory is quite useless in the.
Degenerate perturbation theory requires a lot more computatio]














6see Appendix C for the meaning of NP,NDP,DP,NDPLE,DPLE
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* Simple diagonalizations and non-degenerate perturbation theory
trapolation are both reasonable ways of trying to go about solvin
It seems that the extra time required to find eigenvectors for pei
ory more than compensates for the decrease in the number of p
we have to diagonalize our matrix.
So in the end it seems that perturbative calculations are not as us
hoped that they would be. Linear extrapolation along with non-degent
tion theory is the only one, which competes with the simple diagonali
But even that is not as good as the simple diagonalization computati(
3.3 Dilute Limit
The next series of calculations were done for a pure palladium lattice
terium/hydrogen atom at some octahedral site. This gave us the loca
deuterium/hydrogen. However it must be remembered that in this i
constants are not really valid. These force constants were obtained by
a a perfect palladium deutride/hydride lattice. In the dilute limit, wh
deuteriums/hydrogens are absent, the lattice will considerably relax a
the perfect PdD/H case. When the lattice will relax, the palladium al
closer to each other because there are no deuterium/hydrogen atoms
Thus we would expect the vibrational frequencies in a "real" dilute P
about 10% higher (a crude estimate based on the difference in the ph(
of pure palladium along symmetry directions and the palladium specti
using these force constants).
As expected the localized mode for hydrogen vibrates at a highe
compared to a deuterium atom.
The next calculation we did was to take out the palladium ator
tion ao(1, 1, 1), while keeping the deuterium or the hydrogen at ao(]
deuterium has two different directions in which it can oscillate. It c
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Figure 3-2: The top two figures show the density c
deuterium atom added at ao(1, 1, 1/2). The botton





vibrate along the line defined by the Pd vacancy and the impurity a
vibrates in the perpendicular plane, then it does not see a significantl
tial as compared to the case of no Pd vacancy. However when it vib
Pd vacancy-impurity line it sees a much softer potential, and hence t






























Figure 3-3: The top two figures show the density of states for a 3 x :
a deuterium atom added at ao(1, 1, 1/2) and a Pd atom removed fr
The bottom figures show the density of states for the same structure
replacing the deuterium.







x 3 cell with










3.4 The Fukai Structure
Recently Fukai and Okuma have carried out experiments on Ni and Pd
gen pressure and temperatures of < 1073K. They found that there was
lattice contraction of the hydride, which they have attributed to the fc
vacancies with a concentration of about 20 - 25%. We carried out the
the phonon spectrum of the proposed palladium hydride/deutride stru
every fourth Pd atom is missing from the perfect NaCi like structure.
this calculation are shown in Figure 3-4.
3.5 Vacancy modes near a Pd vacancy









ladium hydride/deutride. We created a Pd vacancy at ao(1, 1, 1) and observed the
density of states. The results are shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6.
The results are very interesting. The Pd vacancy has sufficiently s ftened up the
potential for the impurity atoms that a large number of modes have shifted to the
bottom of the optical band. We were hoping for the phonon mode, to be in the
band gap, however we have to remember that we have not taken lat ice relaxation
into account. Pd is a large atom. When we remove it from the cell, 'it will have a
significant effect on the potential seen by the atoms around it. The hop4 is that when
we take lattice relaxation into account, the phonon modes will end u) in the band
gap.
_ _~~~
sites. All of the calculations we did gave us exactly the same answers. Hence this
served as an additional check on our code.
x 106
0 10 20
Figure 3-4: The figure shows the density
Deutride
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Figure 3-5: The top figures show the density of states for a perfect Palladium Deutride
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Figure 3-6: The top figures show the density of states for a perfect Palladium Hydride



















In this thesis we wanted to compute the density of states of states for a palladium
deutride/hydride supercell with arbitrary vacancies. The ideal which we wanted to
achieve was to have a block box, in which we input the lattice structure at one end,
and get the density of states at the output. This chapter summarizes the research,
the conclusions we reached, and guidelines for future work. It also contains a section
on the somewhat incomplete work done on lattice relaxation.
4.1 Main results
While calculating the eigenvalues of our normalized dynamical matrix we found that
the simple diagonalization scheme was slow. So we also tried using simple pertur-
bation techniques to compute the eigenvalues. The main results of these density of
states calculations are:
1. Perturbation calculations are useless for the density of states calculations. Sim-
ple diagonalization schemes converge faster than any algorithm based on degen-
erate or non-degenerate perturbation theory.
2. There is an upper limit to the number of palladium vacancies which we can
introduce into the structure.
3. When we introduce one palladium vacancy in a perfect palladium deutride/hydride
structure, the density of states shows a pronounced peak towards the end of the
optical band.
The first result differs from all the results which we have looked at [16]. This is
probably due to the dramatic increase in computational power since the sixties and
the seventies. It seems that simple perturbations techniques are no longer useful.
Fancier perturbation methods might be useful for large supercells (> 4 x 4 x 4),
because the root sampling method is only practically feasible for a relatively small
supercells (< 3 x 3 x 3).
The second result very clearly shows the limitations of our calculations. Since
we did not take lattice relaxation into account, we never expected our results to
be accurate for the dilute limit. Just by comparing the experimentally determined
phonon spectrum and the phonon spectrum calculated by using the force constants,
we can roughly estimate that our frequencies were about 5 - 10% lower than in an
actual palladium lattice. However the interesting result that we found out was that
we cannot remove palladium atoms from the lattice without taking lattice relaxation
into account. We know that our calculations become unreliable when we introduce
25% palladium vacancies. 1 At this stage we do not know how inaccurate our results
are. Further work need to be done.
Our main interest was in the phonon modes in the band gap. The third result
is very promising. It shows that even without taking lattice relaxation into account,
the vacancy phonon modes have almost fallen into the band gap. It seems very likely
that the vacancy phonon modes will be in the band gap. We need to be somewhat
cautious about this result, since in this calculation we are introducing Pd vacancies
in the lattice. But it must be remembered that in this calculation we have only
introduced a 3.5% vacancy. This is about 7 times smaller than the Fukai case. We
would expect our force constant to be "reasonably" accurate in this case. Our belief
is that even with lattice relaxation taken into account, the phonon modes will pile up
1See discussion in Chapter 3 of Fukai lattice
4.2 Relaxation
Two weeks prior to the thesis deadline we tried to incorporate lattice relaxation into
the density of states calculation. Needless to say, the code could not be fully debugged
by the time the thesis was due. This section contains a very brief discussion of the
work done. As we have mentioned throughout this thesis, that an important source
of error in the density of states calculation might be the relaxation effects. Relaxation
in a lattice occurs when due to the addition or removal of an atom from the lattice
at a site x, the host atoms around the site x, move to minimize the energy (or zero
out the mean forces on each of the atoms). The way we propose to solve this problem
is by using the Embedded Atom Method [11, 12]. In this section we summarize the
theory and the results of our calculations with the Embedded Atom Method.
4.2.1 Embedded Atom Method
The Embedded Atom Method is an extremely simple way of taking into account the
energy of a lattice. The theoretical motivation of the Embedded Atom Method comes
from the density functional theory [17] and the effective medium approach [18]. The
energy of the lattice is given by
Fi (ph,i) + 2 q ij(Rij) (4.1)i2 ifj
where Fi is an embedding function, Ph,i is the host electron density at site i, and
phiij is the doubly screened pair potential between atoms i and j, which are at a
distance Rij apart. The details can be found in the references cited above.
4.2.2 Minimization
Using the conjugate gradients algorithm we tried to minimize the energy of the lattice.
The basic idea was that in the presence of a vacancy the atoms will position themselves
towards the end of the optical band or will fall into the band gap.
such that the total energy is minimized. So if we minimize the energy we will be able
to find the equilibrium positions of the atoms. Then we can find the new force
constants by calculating the curvature at those equilibrium positions.
4.2.3 Results
The application of the conjugate gradients algorithm to the embedded atom method
did not give very good results (the conjugate gradients algorithm was implemented
as in Numerical Recipes). The main problem was that not enough time was spent on
this, and the code was not completely bug free by the thesis deadline. The way we
did the calculation was that we took a 3 x 3 x 3 cell. Then we took out the Pd atom
at (1,1,1), and made the nearest neighbors of the Pd atom (both Pd and H) mobile,
and fixed the rest of the atoms in the lattice. Then we tried to minimize the energy
functional with respect to the positions of the mobile atoms. However unfortunately
the code did not converge in this case. That is where we had to leave it, because of
shortage of time.
4.3 Further Research
There are two main problems which still remain in this thesis which need to be solved.
They are:
* The speed of the algorithm for diagonalization.
* The relaxation of the lattice.
Due to the time it takes LAPACK to diagonalize a matrix, we were constrained
to work with supercell which were < 3 x 3 x 3. The reason why we want to work with
the largest possible supercells is that the larger the supercell, the less is the effect
of the boundary conditions. Also we would eventually like to include the effects of
disordered vacancies in our computation. This would require us to work with large
supercells. However as we increase the size of the supercell, our dynamical matrix
becomes a sparse matrix (since any atom can interact with its neighbors only). As
mentioned before, our primary interest is in the band gap. Thus we do not need to
find the eigenvalues in the entire range of the spectrum. This small frequency window
and the sparsity of the matrix can be exploited to our advantage. Thus we need to
use specialized algorithms used to solve eigenvalue problems of large sparse matrices
in a given region of the frequency spectrum. Fortunately Lanczos algorithms precisely
do that.
The second problem needs to be solved if we are to accurately calculate the fre-
quency spectrum of a palladium deutride/hydride lattice with Pd vacancies. There
are two ways which we propose to estimate the change in force constants with vacan-
cies. The first one is a "back of the envelope" method and the other one is based on
density functional theory. They are the vacancy relaxation method of Girfalco and
Weizer [15] and the Embedded Atom Method of Murray, Daw and Baskes[11]. Both
these methods allow us to calculate the total energy of the lattice.
The way we propose to find the force constants of a lattice with vacancies is to
minimize the total energy function of the supercell. This gives us the equilibrium
positions of the palladium and deuterium/hydrogen in the presence of the vacancy.
Using the fact that the force constants tell us the forces acting on one atom when
the other atom is moved in some direction, we can then easily calculate the force
constants by calculating all the nine second derivatives of the energy function.
With these additions to the present calculations, we should be able to calculate
the frequency spectrum of lattices with disordered vacancies.
Appendix A
Force Constants For Different
Directions
The force constants are in general given for [100] and [110] directions for fcc lattices.
The force constants in other directions are very simple transforms of the matrices in
the [100] and [110] directions. The matrices for the nearest neighbor Pd - Pd and the
nearest neighbor D - D or H - H interaction have the same structure. Similarly the
matrices for second nearest neighbor Pd- Pd and nearest neighbor Pd - D or Pd- H
have the same structure. Thus we are interested in transformations of matrices of
two types only. They are
b a 00
0 b 0 (A.1)
where a, b and d are the appropriate force constants depending on which two atoms
we are considering. The entries in the force constant matrix,Ap tell us the force per
unit length in the direction a when the neighboring atom is moved in the direction




b a 0 [1-
0 0 d
(a 00 d 0 [10
0 a b [0 1
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direction matrix direction matrixa 0 0 b o00
[1 0 0] [-1 0 0] o b 0 [0 1 0] [- 10] 0 a 0
0 0 b 0 0 b( b OO
[0 0 1] [O0 -1] 0 b 0
0 0 a
matrix direction matrix
[11 0] [-1 -10]
[101] [-10 - 1]
[0 11]--E [0 -1 -1]
Appendix B
Construction Of The Dynamical
Matrix
In this appendix we explicitly construct the dynamical matrix for a very simple two
dimensional lattice with diagonal force constants. The structure for which we propose




Figure B-1: A simple 2 dimensional structure.
The force constants for this structure are given (using the simplest model by
ignoring the off-diagonal elements) in Table B.1
direction matrix direction matrix
[1,0] = [-1,0] 0 d [0,1] [0,-1] 0 a
Table B.1: The toy force constants






















where the first row contains the forces acting on Atom 1 in the x direction (reading
the first row from left to right) when
1. Atom 1 is moved in the x direction
2. Atom 1 is moved in the y direction
3. Atom 2 is moved in the x direction
4. Atom 2 is moved in the y direction
There are a few other points which should be noted
* In this case the dynamical matrix is symmetric. However for the general case,
it is only hermitian.
* The cos terms come from adding two exponentials.
* The self terms (which are 2 x 2 matrices) are the sum of the corresponding row
(or column) entries without the phase factors and are of the opposite sign as
compared to the other entries.1
1by corresponding we mean that if we are considering the x direction forces, we add only the
entries in the x rows(columns)
Appendix C
Detailed Results Of Calculations
In this Appendix we give the detailed results of all the calculations. When we used
linear extrapolation, some of the frequencies turned out to be imaginary. Mistakes
refers to the number of frequencies which were imaginary. Degeneracy refers to the
number of degenerate eigenvalues. The definition of degeneracy is to some extent
arbitrary. As explained in Chapter 2, it really depends on the ratio of the matrix
element squared and the difference between the neighboring eigenvalues.
The next few pages show the results for the calculations of the density of states
for the different number of iterations and various sizes of the supercell. In all of these
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Figure C-3: Cell size is 1 x 1 x 1.
perturbation theory. The last graph
theory with linear extrapolation
First 3 graphs are calculated using degenerate
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Figure C-4: Cell size is 1 x 1 x 1. The graphs are calculated using non-degenerate









iter = 20,20x 106
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Figure C-6: Cell size is 2 x
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Figure C-7: Cell size is 2
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Figure C-8: Cell size is 3 x 3 x 3. No Perturbation theory or linear extrapolation is
used in the calculation of the first three graphs. The last graph uses non-degenerate









Method Iterations Time x 1 x 1 2x2x2 3x3x3
NP 5 1.5 10.0 130
10 5.5 63.0 920
20 34.5 405 5.7 x 103
40 220 3600 > 2.2 x 10s
80 1700 - -
NDP 5,5 47 1200 > 3600
5,10 275 - -
10,5 430
10,10 2580 - -
DP 5,5 53 2460 > 3600
5,10 340 - -
10,5 535 - -
NDPLE 5,5 3.7 61 1730
5,10 4.3 70 -
5,20 11.4 120 -
10,5 19.8 441 -
10,10 24.5 1.2 x 104  -
10,20 86 951 -
10,40 520 - -
20,10 167
20,20 650 -
DPLE 5,5 4 113 3.7 x 106
10,10 27 -
Comparison of various methodsTable C.1:
Method Iterations Total Frequencies Degeneracy Mistakes
DP 5,5 7.0 x 103 4 0
5,10 4.0 x 104  4 0
10,5 6.0 x 103 12 0
NDPLE 5,5 7.3 x 103 - 33
5,10 4.1 x 104 - 128
5,20 4.2 x 105 - 603
10,5 6.4 x 104  - 35
10,10 3.6 x 105 - 128
10,20 3.8 x 106 - 616
10,40 2.8 x 107  - 3.4 x 103
20,10 2.9 x 106 - 129
20,20 3.1 x 107 - 615
DPLE 5,5 7.3 x 103 4 33
10,10 3.6 x 105  12 112
20,20 3.1 x 108 41 599
Table C.2: Mistakes for a 1 x 1 x 1 cell
Method Iterations Total Frequencies Degeneracy Mistakes
DP 5,5 6.0 x 104  220 0
NDPLE 5,5 5.8 x 104- 78
5,10 3.3 x 105 - 285
5,20 3.3 x 106 - 1.9 x 103
10,5 5.1 x 105  - 1 x 103
10,10
10,20 3.0 x 107 - 2.5 x 103
DPLE 5,5 5.8 x 104 221 82
10,20 3 x 107 1.2 x 103 2.6 x 103
Table C.3: Mistakes for a 2 x 2 x 2 cell
Method Iterations Total Frequencies Degeneracy Mistakes
NDPLE 5,5 2 x 105 - 281
10,10 9.8 x 106 - 1.7 x 103
DPLE 5,5
10,10
Table C.4: Mistakes for a 3 x 3 x 3 cell
Appendix D
The Code
This appendix contains all the code used to calculate the density of states. In all the
different methods used, the basic code was the same and changes had to be made in
a few of the subroutines. We have included the code used for the non-perturbative
method completely (since that one is the most effective one), and have included
only the changes for the rest of the methods. It also includes the code used in the
Embedded Atom Method.
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C Embedding energy from from Pushka et al.
C Pair potential energy from Murray and Dawes.
C
d B1 = 20.44510
d B2 = -2.897859
d B3 = 52.89785
d B4 = 0.412562
d p = 3.83
C Degenerate Perturbation Theory
This is the command used to compile it on athena
f77 DP.f -L/mit/1apack/sun41ib -11apack -1blas
C The lattice constant is 2 so that the difference between
























(ffinal = INIT - fstep)












C define variables for checking degenracy in EigenValues
integer DegValues,DegStart(3*NASC),DegNum(3*NASC)


















C initialize variables for lapack routine
JOBZ = 'V'













do 10 QX = INIT,FINAL,STEP
print *,QX,TDegenerate
do 20 QY = INIT,FINAL,STEP
do 30 QZ = INIT,FINAL,STEP
if (QX+QY+QZ .gt. LIMIT) then
continue
elseif (QY .gt. QX) then
continue

















elseif (QY+fqy .gt. QX+fqx) then
continue










































close (unit = 7)
end
C







C declare local variables
integer i,j,alpha,beta
complex*16 MatrixX(3*NASC,3*NASC)





























C this subroutine finds degenerate eigenvalues.w is the eigenvector
C DegValues contains the no. of degenerate eigenvalues, DegStart
C tells the starting point of the degenerate eigenvalues, DegNum
C gives the no. of each type of degenerate eigenvalue.e.g. if
C v = [1 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5] then DegValues = 3;DegStart(1) = 2
C DegStart(2) = 6 DegStart(3) = 8. DegNum(1) = 2 DegNum(2) = 1



















if (abs(w(i+l)-current).lt.Tol .and. counter.eq.0)then






































C this subroutine calculates DMdagger*DeltaX(Y or Z)*DM, and leaves





























do 80 alpha = DegStart(psi),DegStart(psi)+DegNum(psi)















C Degenerate Perturbation Theory With Linear Extrapolation
C This is the command used to compile it on athena
C f77 DPLE.f -L/mit/lapack/sun4lib -llapack -iblas
C The lattice constant is 2 so that the difference between







PARAMETER (NSTEPS = 5.0)
PARAMETER (INIT = 1.0/(2.0*NSTEPS))
PARAMETER (FINAL = 1.0)
PARAMETER (STEP = 1.0/NSTEPS)
PARAMETER (LIMIT = 1.5 - INIT)
PARAMETER (fnsteps = 5.0)
PARAMETER (finit = -INIT)
PARAMETER (fstep = (2.0*INIT)/fnsteps)
PARAMETER (ffinal = INIT - fstep)















C define variables for checking degenracy in EigenValues
integer DegValues,DegStart(3*NASC),DegNum(3*NASC)


























do 10 QX = INIT,FINAL,STEP
print *,QX
do 20 QY = INIT,FINAL,STEP
do 30 QZ = INIT,FINAL,STEP
if (QX+QY+QZ .gt. LIMIT) then
continue
elseif (QY .gt. QX) then
continue


























elseif (QY+fqy .gt. QX+fqx) then
continue





omega = W(j) + dble(
* (DeltaXPrime(j,j)*fqx
























































































C this subroutine finds degenerate eigenvalues.w is the eigenvector
C DegValues contains the no. of degenerate eigenvalues, DegStart
C tells the starting point of the degenerate eigenvalues, DegNum
C gives the no. of each type of degenerate eigenvalue.e.g. if
C v = [1 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5] then DegValues = 3;DegStart(l) = 2
C DegStart(2) = 6 DegStart(3) = 8. DegNum(1) = 2 DegNum(2) = 1



















if (abs(w(i+l)-current).lt.Tol .and. counter.eq.0)then






































C this subroutine calculates DMdagger*DeltaX(Y or Z)*DM, and leaves
























temp = temp + DMdagger(alpha,i)*Delta(i,j)*DM(j,alpha)
if ((alpha-1).gt.0) then





















do 80 alpha = DegStart(psi),DegStart(psi)+DegNum(psi)
























C Non-Degenerate Perturbation Theory
This is the command used to compile it on athena
f77 NDP.f -L/mit/lapack/sun4lib -11apack -iblas
The lattice constant is 2 so that the difference between
























(ffinal = INIT - fstep)
















































do 20 QY = INIT,FINAL,STEP
do 30 QZ = INIT,FINAL,STEP
if (QX+QY+QZ .gt. LIMIT) then
continue
elseif (QY .gt. QX) then
continue
















elseif (QY+fqy .gt. QX+fqx) then
continue






































close (unit = 7)
end
C ----------------------------------------------------------------

















C this subroutine calculates DMdagger*DeltaX(Y or Z)*DM, and leaves
C the result in DeltaX(Y or Z)Prime.


























C Non-Degenerate Perturbation Theory With Linear Extrapolation
This is the command used to compile it on athena
f77 NDPLE.f -L/mit/lapack/sun4lib -11apack -iblas
The lattice constant is 2 so that the difference between
























(ffinal = INIT - fstep)



















































do 20 QY = INIT,FINAL,STEP
do 30 QZ = INIT,FINAL,STEP
if (QX+QY+QZ .gt. LIMIT) then
continue
elseif (QY .gt. QX) then
continue





















elseif (QY+fqy .gt. QX+fqx) then
continue




























































C this subroutine calculates DMdagger*DeltaX(Y or Z)*DM, and leaves
C the result in DeltaX(Y or Z)Prime.


























C No Perturbation. This Is The Most Effective Way!
C This is the command used to compile it on athena
C f77 NoPert.f -L/mit/lapack/sun4lib -11apack -iblas
C The lattice constant is 2 so that the difference between







PARAMETER (NSTEPS = 20.0)
PARAMETER (INIT = 1.0/(2.0*NSTEPS))
PARAMETER (FINAL = 1.0)
PARAMETER (STEP = 1.0/NSTEPS)
PARAMETER (LIMIT = 1.5 - INIT)
PARAMETER (LOWFREQ = 40.0)
PARAMETER (HIGHFREQ = 60.0)
PARAMETER (RESOLUTION = 100)
PARAMETER (RESOLUTION2 = 10)














































do 20 QY = INIT,FINAL,STEP
do 30 QZ = INIT,FINAL,STEP
if (QX+QY+QZ .gt. LIMIT) then
continue
elseif (QY .gt. QX) then
continue



































C if (IntOmega.eq.33) then
C print *,"1
C print *,'33'




C if (IntOmega.eq.34) then
C print *,''
C print *,'34'




















close (unit = 7)




close (unit = 7)










































TempDM(3*(i-l)+a,3*(SList(i,) -) +b) =






















TempDM(3*(i-l)+a,3*(DList(i,j) -) +b) =




















* DM(3*(i-1)+a,3*(SListl(i,j)-1)+b) - AM(a,b)*
* exp(iota*KDotR)/MassA
TempDM(3*(i-l) +a,3*(SListl(i,j) -) +b) =












do 140 b=0,NASC*3 - 1,3














C this subroutine calculates the nearest neighbours of the atoms










DistAl = sqrt(float(l(1,1)**2 + 1(1,2)**2 + 1(1,3)**2))
DistA2 = sqrt(float(l(2,1)**2 + 1(2,2)**2 + 1(2,3)**2))
DistA3 = sqrt(float(l(3,1)**2 + 1(3,2)**2 + 1(3,3)**2))
SelfNNDist = min(DistA1,DistA2,DistA3)
SelfSNNDist = 2*SelfNNDist




























if(TypeNN .eq. TypeA) then
if ((distance .gt. (SelfSNNDist+







elseif ((distance .gt. (SelfNNDist+epsilon))











elseif ((distance .gt. (SelfSNNDist-epsilon))
.and. (distance .it. (SelfSNNDist +
epsilon))) then

























* .and. (distance .it.
* (SelfNNDist+epsilon))) then
NSNN(alpha) = NSNN(alpha) + 1
SList(alpha,NSNN(alpha)) = beta
SNN(alpha,NSNN(alpha),l) =
* DispBeta(1) - SuperCell(alpha,l)
SNN(alpha,NSNN(alpha),2) =
* DispBeta(2) - SuperCell(alpha,2)
SNN(alpha,NSNN(alpha),3) =
* DispBeta(3) - SuperCell(alpha,3)
else




C so they are different
if (distance .gt. (DifDist+epsilon)) then
continue





* DispBeta(1) - SuperCell(alpha,l)
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),2) =
* DispBeta(2) - SuperCell(alpha,2)
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),3) =
* DispBeta(3) - SuperCell(alpha,3)
elseif ((distance .gt. (DifDist-epsilon)) .and.
* (distance .1t. (DifDist+epsilon))) then
NDNN(alpha) = NDNN(alpha) + 1
DList(alpha,NDNN(alpha)) = beta
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),1) =
* DispBeta(1) - SuperCell(alpha,l)
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),2) =
* DispBeta(2) - SuperCell(alpha,2)
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),3) =
* DispBeta(3) - SuperCell(alpha,3)
else











C this subroutine finds the appropriate force constant matrix
C depenging on the type of the atom, the nearest neighbour and





















































































































































































































































































































































if(type.eq.46 .and. typeNN .eq.46) then
if( (x.eq.1 .and. y.eq.1 .and. z.eq.0) .or.






elseif( (x.eq.1 .and. y.eq.0 .and. z.eq.1) .or.






elseif( (x.eq.0 .and. y.eq.1 .and. z.eq.1) .or.















elseif( (x.eq.1 .and. y.eq.0 .and. z.eq.-l) .or.






elseif( (x.eq.0 .and. y.eq.1 .and. z.eq.-l) .or.














































elseif( (type.eq.46 .and. typeNN.eq.1) .or.
* (type.eq.1 .and. typeNN.eq.46)) then























elseif (type.eq.1 .and. typeNN.eq.1) then
if( (x.eq.1 .and. y.eq.1 .and. z.eq.0) .or.






elseif( (x.eq.1 .and. y.eq.0 .and. z.eq.1) .or.






elseif( (x.eq.0 .and. y.eq.1 .and. z.eq.1) .or.



















elseif( (x.eq.1 .and. y.eq.0 .and. z.eq.-l) .or.






elseif( (x.eq.0 .and. y.eq.1 .and. z.eq.-l) .or.































































do 10 i=1, NASC
read (7,*) x,y,z,duml,type,dum2
C The cell data comes in with a lattice constant of 20. we need
C to divide by 10 to get it to a lattice constant of 2 and 1 is











C *************************** Experimental Data *********************
C *******************************************************************
C Lattice Constant: (Angstroms)
D 3.89
D 0.
C Elastic Constants: (10^12 dyn/cm^2)
C C11 C12 C44
D 2.341 1.761 .712
D 0. 0. 0.
C Sublimation Energy: (eV)
D 3.91
D 0.




C ************************* Embedding Function *********************
C *******************************************************************
C Analytical Expression for Embedding Energy: (.TRUE or .FALSE)
D 0
C Spline Fit Knots:
C Number of Spline Knots
D5
C Equlibrium Density: (cm-3)
D 0.01518e+24
C i Rho F(rho)
D 1 0.0 0.0
D 2 0.5 -3.117
D 3 1.0 -4.697
D 4 2.0 -3.015
D5 2.3 0.0
C *******************************************************************
C ************************** Pair Potential ** **********************
C *******************************************************************
C Analytical Expression for Pair Potential: (.TRUE or .FALSE)
CD0
C Spline Fit Knots:
C Number of Spline Knots
D5
C i r Z(r)
D 1 0.0 46.0
D 2 0.430 6.6580
D 3 0.650 0.2980
D 4 0.710 0.1530
D 5 0.85 0.0
C *******************************************************************
C ***************Parameters used to calculate density****************
C *******************************************************************
C # of shells involved in the density
D2
C contribution from each shell
D .65 9.35
C .. .. ... .. .. . ... . . .. .... . .. ..
C Wave functions from Clementi Tables
C Units: zsi is in inverse angstroms (NOTE: Clementi uses atomic units)
C ..... ..... .... ... ..................




(in inverse centimeters)= 1.e+8




























































C convert to supercell format
C print *,'IN DFUNC'
do 10 i=l,NDynX
SuperCell(i,l) = DynX((i-1)*3 + 1)
SuperCell(i,2) = DynX((i-l)*3 + 2)
SuperCell(i,3) = DynX((i-l)*3 + 3)
10 continue
call NNeighbour()
C print *,'calling CalcDphi'
call CalcDphi(dTotPhidr)
C print *,'called CalcDphi'
C print *,'calling CalcDf'
call CalcDf(dFdr)
C print *,'called CalcDf'
C print *,'DF'
do 50 i=1,3*NDynX
df(i) = (dTotPhidr(i) + dFdr(i))*l.0dl0
C print *,dTotPhidr(i),dFdr(i),df(i)
50 continue





























r = sqrt(SNN(i,j,l)**2 + SNN(i,j,2)**2 + SNN(i,j,3)**2)




dPhidr = (2*r*ang*zl*dzldr - zl*zl)/(r*ang*r*ang)








dPhidr = (r*ang*zl*dz2dr + r*ang*z2*dzldr - zl*z2)
* /(r*ang*r*ang)




















r = sqrt(DNN(i,j,l)**2 + DNN(i,j,2)**2 + DNN(i,j,3)**2)




dPhidr = (2*r*ang*zl*dzldr - zl*zl)/(r*ang*r*ang)
elseif ((Typel.eq.l .and. Type2.eq.46) .or. (Typel.eq.46







dPhidr = (r*ang*zl*dz2dr + r*ang*z2*dzldr - zl*z2)
* /(r*ang*r*ang)

















































































































































































































xkmxi = SuperCell(k,l) - SuperCell(i,l)
ykmyi = SuperCell(k,2) - SuperCell(i,2)
zkmzi = SuperCell(k,3) - SuperCell(i,3)
r = sqrt(xkmxi**2 + ykmyi**2 + zkmzi**2)
C if(TypeK.eq.TypeI) then
C if (r.gt.(l.l*aO)) then
C xkmxi = 0.0
C ykmyi = 0.0




C xkmxi = 0.0
C ykmyi = 0.0



































dFdx((k-l)*3 + 1) = dFdx((k-l)*3 + 1) +
* dFKdrho * drhoKdr * xkmxi/r +





dFdx((k-l)*3 + 2) = dFdx((k-l)*3 + 2) +
* dFKdrho * drhoKdr * ykmyi/r +
* dFdrho * drhodr *ykmyi/r
dFdx((k-l)*3 + 3) = dFdx((k-l)*3 + 3) +
* dFKdrho * drhoKdr * zkmzi/r +






C print *,'LEAVING CALCDF'
return
end
C This is the main routine that calls various EAM functions in EAMFUNC.F
C Amongst the things that this calculates:
C
C 1. Calculates pair interaction formula given various thermodynamic
C and material properties.
C
C 2. Lattice configurations as a function of stoichiometry of host
C and impurity concentration.
C















print *,' 1. Show Fit Parameters'
print *,' 2. Display Parameters for F(rho) and Z(r)'
print *,' 3. Display Density Parameters'
print *,' 4. Output Embedding Function'
print *,' 5. Output Pair Potential'
print *,' 6. Output Density'
print *,' 7. Run Embedded Atom Model'




if ((ichoice .1t. 1) .or. (ichoice .gt. 8)) goto 1
if (ichoice .eq. 1) then
call displ
else if (ichoice .eq. 2) then
call disp2
else if (ichoice .eq. 3) then
call disp3
else if (ichoice .eq. 4) then
call outputf
else if (ichoice .eq. 5) then
call outputz
else if (ichoice .eq. 6) then
call outputn






















C MeV: 10^6 eV






















































































C Calculates embedding functions using either the analytic fit or the
C spline fit parameters depending upon what is available
C
C rho is in angs^-3





double precision rho, F, dFdrho,d2Fdrho2














C Calculates pair potential using either the analytic fit or the
C spline fit parameters depending upon what is available
C
C r is given in terms of ang*a0.




C ...Declaration of Arguments
double precision r,Z,dZdr,d2Zdr2














C Calculates embedding functions using either the analytic fit or the
C spline fit parameters depending upon what is available
C
C rho is in angs^-3




C ...Declaration of Arguments
double precision rho, F, dFdrho,d2Fdrho2
C..declaration of local variables...
double precision u













C Calculates pair potential using either the analytic fit or the
C spline fit parameters depending upon what is available
C
C r is given in cm




C ...Declaration of Arguments
double precision r,Z,dZdr,d2Zdr2
C..declaration of local variables...
double precision u












C Calculates the local electron density using Hartree-Fock wave functions
C from Clementi
C
C r is in cm






















if (nconfig(i,j) .gt. 1) then
tmpl=Ceff(i,j)*(u**(nconfig(i,j)-2))*dexp(-zsi(i,j)*u)





if (nconfig(i,j) .gt. 2) then
d2Rij=d2Rij + Ceff(i,j)*
& dble((nconfig(i,j)-l)*dble(nconfig(i,j)-2))*




















C ...Declaration of arguments
double precision u, F, dFdu, d2Fdu2










C Calculate Spline Coefficients























C ...Declaration of arguments
double precision r, Z, dZdr, d2Zdr2










C Calculate Spline Coefficients















C This subroutine calculates embedding energy using analytical form
C Assumes that F is fitted by the following parameterized form:
C
C Z(r)= (1 - r/2)**p
C
C This form fits the embedding energy calculated in
C Puska et al.,PRB, vol. 24, 3037 (1981)
C






C ...Declaration of arguments
double precision r, Z, dZdr,d2Zdr2
Z=(l.dO - r/2.dO)**pH
dZdr=pH*(l.d0 - r/2.d0)**(pH-l.d0)






C This subroutine calculates embedding energy using analytical form
C Assumes that F is fitted by the following parameterized form:
C
C F(u)= B1 * u + B2 + 1/(B3*u + B4)
C
C This form fits the embedding energy calculated in
C Puska et al.,PRB, vol. 24, 3037 (1981)
C






C ...Declaration of arguments
double precision u, F, dFdu, d2Fdu2
F= B1H*u + B2H + l.dO/(B3H*u + B4H)
dFdu=BlH - B3H/(B3H*u + B4H)**2






C This subroutine calculates embedding energy using analytical form
C Assumes that F is fitted by the following parameterized form:
C
C Z(r)= (1 - r/2)**p
C
C This form fits the embedding energy calculated in
C Puska et al.,PRB, vol. 24, 3037 (1981)
C






C ...Declaration of arguments
double precision r, Z, dZdr,d2Zdr2














C This subroutine calculates embedding energy using analytical form
C Assumes that F is fitted by the following parameterized form:
C
C F(u)= B1 * u + B2 + 1/(B3*u + B4)
C
C This form fits the embedding energy calculated in
C Puska et al.,PRB, vol. 24, 3037 (1981)
C






C ...Declaration of arguments
double precision u, F, dFdu, d2Fdu2
F= BlI*u + B2I + l.dO/(B3I*u + B4I)
dFdu=BlI - B3I/(B3I*u + B4I)**2








C r is in angs.




rho = exp(-2.0*r/ab) / (pimath * (ab**3))
drhodr = -2.0 * exp(-2.0*r/ab) / (pimath * (ab**4))
C d2rhodr2 is broken. but i don't care about it since i am only
















if ((line(1:l) .ne. 'd') .and. (line(1:l) .ne. 'D')) goto 10
kstring=line(2:)
call parselin(kstring,ndat,datarray,nlist)
if (ndat .it. 0) then
return
else


















































if (temp(jloc:jloc) .eq. comma) then































if ((ilen2 .eq. 0).or. (nlist .eq. nvalues)) goto 30
if (delimeter .ne. blank) goto 15








































print *,'Host File Does Not Exist: Enter file name for Host data'
read *,namhost
101 continue
print *,'Impurity File Does Not Exist: '
& 'Enter file name for Inp data'
read *,namimp
open (unit=8,file=namhost,err=100,status = 'old')
close (8)
open (unit=8,file=namimp,err=101,status = 'old')
close (8)

































C..Read Embedding Energy Function
call rddata(iunit,l,dlist)
itmp=int(dlist(l))





if (.not. analyH) then
























































C .................. Read Impurity Data.
























































if (.not. analyH) then
print *, '-----------------------------





























'Host EAM Functions: Analytical'
'---------------------------------
'F(u)=Bl*u + B2 + 1/(B3*u + B4)'











print *,'Impurity EAM Functions: Analytical'
print *, '----------------------------------
print *,' '
print *,'F(u)=B1*u + B2 + 1/(B3*u + B4)'





















C..read in wavefunction from Clementi tables
print *, ----------------------------------------
print *,' Wave Functions from Clementi Tables '
print *,'----------------------------------------






















print *,'Input RHOMIN (units of RHO/RHOBAR)'
read *,umin



























print *,'Input RMIN (Angstroms)'
read *,umin



























print *,'Input RMIN (Angstroms)'
read *,umin
print *,'Input RMAX (Angstroms)'
read *,umax
































C convert to the supercell format
C print *,'IN FUNC'
do 10 i=1,NDynX
SuperCell(i,l) = DynX((i-1l)*3 + 1)
SuperCell(i,2) = DynX((i-l)*3 + 2)
SuperCell(i,3) = DynX((i-l)*3 + 3)
10 continue
call NNeighbour()
C print *,'calling CalcPhi'
PHI = CalcPhi()
C print *,'called CalcPhi'
C print *,'calling CalcF'
F = CalcF()





func = (PHI + F)
















C calculate the pair potential by going only to the nearest
C neighbours






r = sqrt(SNN(i,j,l)**2 + SNN(i,j,2)**2 + SNN(i,j,3)**2)
if (Typel.eq.1 .and. Type2.eq.1) then
call ZI(r*ang,zl,dzldr,d2zldr2)
z1 = zl*e
Phi = Phi + zl*zl/(r*ang)
elseif ((Typel.eq.l .and. Type2.eq.46) .or. (Typel.eq.46






Phi = Phi + zl*z2/(r*ang)




















r = sqrt(DNN(i,j,l)**2 + DNN(i,j,2)**2 + DNN(i,j,3)**2)
if (Typel.eq.l .and. Type2.eq.l) then
call ZI(r*ang,zl,dzldr,d2zldr2)
zl1 = zl*e
Phi = Phi + zl*zl/(r*ang)






Phi = Phi + zl*z2/(r*ang)
elseif (Typel.eq.46 .and. Type2.eq.46) then
call ZH(r*ang,zl,dzldr,d2zldr2)
z1 = zl*e











































































































print *,'error in CalcF'
stop
endif





C print *,'LEAVING CALCF'
return
end
C a0 is the lattice constant.
C DM is the Dynamical Matrix
C 1 is the array of lattice vectors
C NSNN(i) is the no. of nearest neighbours of i of type i
C NDNN(i) is the no. of nearest neighbours of i of type not i
C SNN(i,j,a) labels self nearest neighbours. i is the atom under
C consideration, j is the no. of nearest neighbour, and a is the
C x,y,z relative coordinate of the nearest neighbour. 12 is
C used since the max. no. of nearest neighbours of any atom
C can be 12.
C Similarly for DNN except it labels atoms i's nearest neighbours
C whose type is different from atom i.
C SuperCell contains the numbering and coordinates of SuperCell
C TypeSC contains the no. and type of atoms in SuperCell
C SList(i,j) is the self list of nearest neighbours of atom i
C (i is the no. in the SuperCell)
C and nearest neigbour j(from 1-12) and it contains the no. of
C the nearest neighbour j in SuperCell, and thus helps to form
C the dynamical matrix. Similarly for DList
C SDistCell(alpha,beta,i) gives the coordinates of the difference
C between the cells in which alpha and beta live. i is the cartesian
C coordinate.alpha is always in the supercell, whereas beta can
C be in the supercell or in the neighbouring cells.
C TDegenerate measures the times degenerate perturbation
























C NASC is the no. of atoms in the supercell.




PARAMETER (NASC = 2)
PARAMETER (epsilon = 0.001)
PARAMETER (MPd = 106.90348)
PARAMETER (MD = 2.014102)
PARAMETER (Pi = 3.141593)
PARAMETER (iota = (0.0,1.0))
C NASC is the no. of atoms in the supercell.




PARAMETER (NASC = 53)
PARAMETER (NDynX = 18)
PARAMETER (epsilon = 0.001)
PARAMETER (MPd = 106.90348)
PARAMETER (MD = 1.00727)


















alpha = alpha + 1
tempPd(1) = i*al(l) + j*a2(1) + k*a3(1)
tempPd(2) = i*al(2) + j*a2(2) + k*a3(2)
tempPd(3) = i*al(3) + j*a2(3) + k*a3(3)

















































C this subroutine calculates the nearest neighbours of the atoms



















SelfNND = 0.7, SelfSNND = 1.0, DifNNDist = 0.5,
DifSNNdist= sqrt(l.5) = 1.12








































if(TypeNN .eq. TypeA) then
if ((distance .gt. (SelfSNNDist)).or.
(distance .it. epsilon)) then
continue
elseif ((distance .gt. (SelfNNDist))






























print *,'error in self nearest neighbour'
endif
else
C so they are different
if (distance .gt. (DifDist)) then
continue




* DispBeta(l) - SuperCell(alpha,l)
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),2) =
* DispBeta(2) - SuperCell(alpha,2)
DNN(alpha,NDNN(alpha),3) =
* DispBeta(3) - SuperCell(alpha,3)
else






























DynX((i-l)*3 + 1) = xl
DynX((i-l)*3 + 2) = yl





do 20 i = NDynX+1, NASC
read (7,*) x,y,z,duml,type,dum2
C The cell data comes in with a lattice constant of 20. we need













C ..declaration of arguments
double precision x(MAXKNOTS),y(MAXKNOTS) ,y2 (NMAXF) ,u(NMAXF)
integer n,MAXKNOTS
C ..declaration of local variables
double precision sig,p,un,qn
integer i,k
if (n .gt. NMAXF) then
























C ..declaration of arguments
double precision x(MAXKNOTS) ,y(MAXKNOTS) ,y2 (NMAXF) ,u(NMAXF)
integer n,MAXKNOTS
C ..declaration of local variables
double precision sig,p,un,qn
integer i,k
if (n .gt. NMAXF) then



























C-------------------------------------- --------- SUBROUTINE SPLINT
subroutine splint(MAXKNOTS,n,xa,ya,y2a,x,y,dydx,d2ydx2)
























dydx=(ya(khi)-ya(klo))/h - (3.dO*a*a -1.dO)*h*y2a(klo)/6.d0 +
& (3.d0*b*b - l.d0)*h*y2a(khi)/6.dO
d2ydx2=a*y2a(klo) + b*y2a(khi)
return
end
